
SCBC/RWGPS Tutorial
The following are step-by-step instructions for how to use the Ride with GPS navigation system 
with the Sound Cyclists licensed account. As a fully paid member, you will have access to this 
feature, which turns a free, basic RWGPS app into a premium version giving you access to ex-
tra features. Upon becoming a member, you will receive a link to a special web page to start the 
process of setting this up.

On this special page you will see a button like this for setting up an account.

When you click on the button, you will be taken to a Ride with GPS login box. This particular login box is  
connected to the club's account. Since you are doing this for the first time, you need to Sign up (not Sign in). 

We recommend that you simply Sign up using the same ID and 
PW you use for logging into the club's Ride Schedule so it's easy 
to remember. Experience has shown that you will only have to sign 
in once after completing this process of setting up your account.

The next step is getting the free app onto your phone. Go to your phone's 
store and download the app. iPhone, Android and other phones have  
different ways of doing this but just look for the Ride with GPS logo similar 
to what you see at the top of this page and select that to download.

If you do nothing beyond that and just simply open the app, it will function 
as a limited, basic version and will not give you the special features that 
come with the premium version.

However, once you log in as a member of Sound Cyclists, this app will 
behave as a premium version. DO NOT PAY for a premium version if you 
are asked. Just make sure you use the ID and PW you set up in the step 
above. As mentioned before, you only have to log in once and the app will 
always be ready for use.

The following steps on the next few pages will walk you through getting 
things set up and show you how to store your favorite rides in your personal 
library from nearly 800 Sound Cyclists rides stored in its system.



SCBC/RWGPS Tutorial
For the purposes of this tutorial, the screen examples are those from an Apple iPhone. 

Other phones might display thing slightly different.

Figure A Figure B Figure C

Figure A: After you have downloaded the Ride with GPS app, look for it on your phone. More often than not 
it will end up being on your last page. Tap on the app.

Figure B: After tapping on the app, you will arrive on a page similar to this. In the past, this page has looked 
different and didn't have the Log In link you see here. If it does, Log In with the User ID and the Password 
you set up for yourself. This is a one time login and unless you log out, you will not have to log in again and this 
page will be skipped.

Figure C: Once you have logged in, you will see this next page. This is the Home page and it lets you know 
you have successfully logged into your SCBC/RWGPS account because you can see the Sound Cyclists Bi-
cycle Club link and its icon in the listing marked in red. In the past, this page also looked different for a short 
period of time for new signees. It would feature a few annoying pictures. Hopefully this is no longer the case.
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Figure D Figure E Figure F

Figure D: At one time, this was the place you would come to log in. We'll leave this here in case you can't 
log in as illustrated in Figure B. By clicking on the More button you not only access this page where you can 
get additional infomation but if you haven't log in yet, clicking on any of the links here will bring up a Login box.

Figure E: If you either click on Club link in Figure D or the club's icon on the Home page in Figure C, you 
will arrive on this page. You can see the total amount of rides the club has on Organization Routes. Click on 
this link to continue.

Figure F: This page has the total listing of rides and if you want to scroll to see the rides, you would normally 
scroll up but there are nearly 800 rides here and that would take some time. The easiest way to find a ride that 
you know about is to pull down with your finger to reveal the search window.
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Figure G Figure H Figure I

Figure G: This is the result of pulling down on the rides. The search window appears.

Figure H: You can choose to click on the sort icon to lists rides by a certain search type or you can click on 
the orange s to change the order.

Figure I: This is perhaps the most used method of simply typing the name of the ride. Once you tap in the 
search box, your keyboard will appear. It only needs a first few words to bring up a series of rides that start with 
those words.
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Figure J Figure K Figure L

Figure J: Surely you wouldn't want to go through all these steps every time you want to do the same ride. 
This is how you can extract a ride from the SCBC RWGPS library and store it in your own personal library on 
your phone. Find the ride you want and click on the 3 vertical dots. A dropdown menu appears and you want to 
select Download. It doesn't take very long for it to download to your phone. DO NOT navigate from this screen 
because you will be using unnecessary data. First get the ride into your library. Once it's downloaded, click on 
the back button to get to your Home screen.

Figure K: Once you get back to the Home screen, click on the Library link.

Figure L: This is your Library. All the rides here are the rides you took the time to download. So rather  
than sorting through 800 rides, you can access the rides you like doing the most from here. There is one very 
important thing you need to do to display all your downloaded rides. In the upper right corner, you need to click 
on Offline. It is from here that you start your ride by clicking on Navigate. By navigating your ride from your 
own library you are being fed your turn-by-turn directions directly from your phone and therefore not using any 
data. Because your app has been turned into a premium version, you will get audio and/or visual turn-by-turn 
instructions and many other features.

Each time you want to access your Library, simply go to the Home page and tap on the Library link, followed 
by tapping on Offline link. It's as easy as that.


